We study classical and quantum phases in the adiabatic BornOppenheimer context. These include a classical astronomical case, the general dual description of the phases, a new "Paradox" connected to scattering Berry phase and its resolution and various elaboration of topological/geometrical/non-abelian phases.
In the following we focus on the general principle that phases be understood from both the point of view of the external probe particle and that of the dynamical system with which it interacts. This principle affords a unified point of view of Q.M. phases yielding, in particular, a new "Paradox" for scattering type adiabatic set-ups and a very amusing resolution thereof.
A classical (astronomical) Berry phase
The adiabatic approximation was used by Gauss for celestial motions. Also here we have on top of the dynamical effect of changed period an extra Berry phase (or time lapse). The latter resembles a spin-half dynamical system which attempts tracking the location of the external probe, and the accumulated effect of it failing to do so instantaneously is the analog of the geometric phase. (See fig. 1 for the general adiabatic setting.) R(t+T) R(t) r(t+T)=r(t) "system" "probe"
Fig. 1. Adiabatic setting
Consider a test mass (Earth) moving around a very heavy fixed center (Sun) with another heavy planet (Jupiter) present. We will assume that Jupiter's orbit is coplanar with Earth's orbit. The question of interest is how does the presence of Jupiter effect the period (year) of the earth? Since M Jupiter = 10 − 3 M Sun , R Jupiter = 5.2 R Earth and T Jupiter = 11.9 T Earth = 11.9
years, both a perturbative (in force ratio F Jupiter /F Sun ∼ 5.10 −5 ) and adiabatic (in the sense that T Jupiter > T Earth ) approaches are feasible. The latter suggests solving the problem for an instantaneous frozen position of Jupiter.
In particular, we need the new period T There is, however, a finite extra correction; namely, the Berry-like delaythe very analog of the geometric Berry phase arising from the fact that the dynamical system, the orbiting earth, fails to instantaneously adjust itself (the orbit's period in the case of interest here) to the new position of the probe (Jupiter)-the sum of these over one Jupiter period, 'the astronomical Berry phase' can be computed. [3] Unlike the huge ordinary Gauss/BornOppenheimer effect, it is barely observable.
The two complementary ways of viewing quantum phases
When the external probe describes a closed path and the dynamical system returns to its initial position, its wave function (and that of the system as a The forces F L,R = +/− eE between the electron and the L/R plate, cancel out for the electrons and for the motion of the center of mass of the whole capacitor-i.e., the two plates jointly. However, insofar as the relative motion of the two plates is concerned (i.e., the internal dynamics of the "system" in the present case), the effects add up: F L imparts a momentum P x (L) = F t =eEt to the left plate and F R imparts the opposite momentum In Sects. 4 and 5 we briefly discuss two examples illustrating this. Implementing the above general principle appear at times to lead to a "Paradox".
Such a case is presented along with its amusing resolution. The second example involves a discussion of well-known Berry phases.
A paradox related to scattering Berry phase and its resolution
The "system" with which our external weak and or strong probe interacts need not be static or bound as often implicitly assumed, but can involve a scattering state.
Thus let our system consist of a quantum particle (electron, photon, neutron, etc.) incident from the right (x = +∞) along the x axis, moving in a semi-infinite channel and reflecting from a mirror at the origin (x = 0). The small channel width w, prevents excitation of transverse (y) modes rendering the system one dimensional.
The particle's wave function is then
so that it vanishes at x = 0, the location of our mirror. In reality we can have an incident wave packet, which encounters the mirror at time t ∼ 0 and becomes the reflected wave packet. Our external, strong probe is located outside the channel at (X, Y ), X > 0 and Y > w. Its short-range repulsive interaction with the internal particle U(X, Y ; x) = U(|r − R|) is strong The paradox arises due to a serious omission. Even when the external probe is very near to the x axis the internal particle does not see an infinite
barrier. Consequently there is some small probability, ∼ ǫ, that the particle will not reflect from the probe at x = X, imparting to it a momentum 2p, but rather tunnel through the barrier. It will then be reflected from the mirror at x = 0 and subsequently by symmetry, will reflect back with a high probability, 1 − ǫ from the left end of the barrier imparting to it a momentum −2p (with probability ǫ · (1 − ǫ). This backward and forward reflections keep going on. The n th reflection with probability f n = ǫ · (1 − ǫ) (n+1) and will then impart a momentum −2pf n . The geometric series sum of all the many small negative momentum kicks exactly cancels the original positive 2p(1 − ǫ). In physical terms the particle will be trapped, albeit with a small 
Berry-A.B. geometric/topological phases
Returning to the initial external slow probe polarizing an atom, consider the case of just a two-level system-"Atom" arising when we have not just one isolated ground state but two, nearby states well separated from all other levels.
The atom can then be replaced by a spin-half system at the origin and its interaction with the probe is H = A ·σ with the vector consisting of the three Pauli matrices, appropriate for spin-1/2. For time reversal invariant interaction and no external B fields, only the real σ(1) and σ(3) appear.
The two-level spin system becomes degenerate when |A| = 0. For the time reversal invariant case this reduces to
Two equations define a one-dimensional closed (or infinite) curve C*. A basic result-reminiscent of the magnetic A.B. effect with a singular B field vortex-is the following: When the probe adiabatically describes a closed circuit C and the system returns to its initial non-degenerate ground state it picks a topological Berry phase, Φ Berry = π, if and only if the curves C and C* interlock.
Generally an A 2 σ(2) term is present. Requiring that A 2 vanish as well reduces the degeneracy manifold in R space to a single point R*. In the famous example described next, this point R*=0 is at the location of the system-"Atom" itself. A "Geometric" Berry phase manifests for probe system interaction: Aσ·n(t) with A a constant andn(t) the unit vector pointing towardsR(t)-the instantaneous probe's location. At the origin R = 0 and hence the directionn and the Hamiltonian H = Aŝ ·n are ill defined. We define H-via a procedure similar to Schwinger's point splitting-by averaging the interaction over a spherical neighborhood around each R. This does not change H for any |R| > 0 but makes H = 0 at R = 0. Hence R*=0 as claimed above.
Fig. 3. Geometric Berry phase
As R(t) moves around the closed pathe of fig.3 the energy of the system, its interaction energy, ∼ |A|, does not change and there are no B.O. forces.
Yet the probe picks up after describing closed curve C a "Geometric phase"
equal to half the solid angle substended by C at the origin. This and the independence of the phase on |A|, the interaction strength seems surprising! We next consider this phase from both points of view: That of the probe and of the two-level system.
The first is well known and elaborated in many reviews: There is a "Lorentz"-like force acting on the probe which, however, is at all times perpendicular to its velocity so that no work is done and no energy change incurred. This force requires introducing a fictitious monopole of strength g at the origin, endowing our probe with a fictitious charge e and imposing for paths encircling all charges. Therefore there is some special point (and in general an odd number of such points) inside the wave function support, the encircling of which entails a jump of the phase by π. This is the point where a half fluxon stationed there make the ground state level in question [5] degenerate.
This indeed is the Berry phase for the case of two fold degeneracy. The case of just one degeneracy point at the origin of the 3-d space is special.
The geometric phase is here the average phases of π arising if the flux was directed along any one of the rays included inside the solid angle encircled, with total weight Ω, and the 0 phase due to the rest, 4π − Ω of the sphere.
Remarkably the E.M. analog tends to reconstruct the original spin-1/2 system. The magnetic and electric fields of a monopole at the origin and a charge at R = Rn generate angular momentum ∼ d 3 r r × ( E × B) ∼ 1/2 egn, where using Dirac's quantization [4] (eg=1) we obtain a spin-1/2 pointing along the unit vectorn between the monopole g and the charge e, precisely theσ ·n we started from! (see fig. 4 .) 6 Adiabatic complete MSW switching of solar neutrinos: a non-abelian Berry phase
To tie in SCINSP neutrinos consider adiabatic ν e → ν µ MSW conversion in the sun. As a ν e produced at the solar core moves outwards it encounters eventually a layer where matter effects make it degenerate with ν µ . For an extended crossover region even tiny µ, e mixings cause a complete ν e to ν µ conversion as in the famous figure in J. Bahcall's book. [6] An entertaining classical analog I showed in a colloquium using a demo that Robert Sproul and George King arranged is the following: We start with two long weakly coupled "e" and "µ" pendulums. Initially only the "e" pendulum is excited. It is a bit longer with lower natural frequency: ∆ = (g/l µ ) 1/2 − (g/l e ) 1/2 < 0. A slow motor-mimicking the changing matter effects-adiabatically shortens it so that in the end the µ pendulum is longer and ∆ flips sign. Since the (small!) coupling ǫ of the two pendulums stays constant, we have resonant beating with many back and forth energy transfers between the two pendulums.
Remarkably at the end when |∆| >> ǫ all the energy is transferred from one pendulum to the other, just as all the initial ν e wave becomes a pure ν µ in the sun.
To explain this using the Berry phase we use the Hamiltonian: H = ǫσ(1) + ∆σ(3). The above experiments performed half a circuit in the ∆ − ǫ plane. Had we completed the circuit with ∆ changing sign again regaining the initial configuration, then the system would return to the initial pure "e" (i.e., only the "e" pendulum excited) state possibly with a 1/-1 overall topological Berry phase [7] . The second lengthening stage is-by symmetry-the same as the first. Hence the transformation T in the e − µ Hilbert space corresponding to half a circuit satisfies T 2 = −1 implying that T effects a "µ" ↔ "e" transposition [7] .
